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WELCOME
The ARJ tower in Dubai marina is a very high end hotel apartments tower coming
with all the recently invented technologies to assure comfortable living. It is
impeccably modern, elegantly furnished with opulent facilities with Five start Service
that Millennium hotels is renowned for.

THE SERVICED APARTMENT
A Residential - ﬁve star serviced apartment project being built on submerge of Marina water front
Comprised of Apartment Tower + Duplex Townhouses and Retail Arena. This project is a very high
end hotel service tower coming with all recent technologies to assure comfortable living.High end
ﬁnishes are provided with grade A furniture manufactured specially for the project in one of the most
prominent furniture designs and manufactures.
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LOCATION
Strategically located in Dubai Marina Man made Water Front and precisely a focal point in the heart of
the Dubai The North West elevation faces Dubai marina and the southeast elevation faces sheikh
Zayed Road. Direct access to sheikh Zayed road and to JBR area and marina mall.
Accessibility from Key Area
Dubai Marina Mall 5 minutes
Metro Station: 7 minutes
Jebal Ali Airport just a few minutes away

DUBAI MARINA
Marina living has become one of the most desirable and sought-after lifestyles in the world. Now you can
enjoy it all, right here in Dubai. One of the world’s largest, most carefully planned waterfront
developments, Dubai Marina offers you the exhilaration and vibrancy of a attractive urban lifestyle
together with all the advantages of owning a home on the water. Unobstructed views across the marina,
fresh sea breezes and the experience of a lifestyle most people can only dream about.

AMENITIES
You are taken care of in the Five star environments with anticipated from pleasure-seeking ﬁtness,
relaxation and composure of state of the art business and leisure offerings. For shopping there is dubai
marina mall situated inside marina Five minutes from the tower. The famous mall of the emirates is just
few minutes away from the mall For sport emirates golf club is situated opposite the marina offering a
selection of courses to test your game Leisure - health spa, gymnasium & Two swimming pools retail &
food outlet scape gardens & specialist water feature

LIVING BY DUBAI MARINA
Dubai Marina Walk is the face of modern Dubai; a cluster of luxury high-rises along a two mile stretch
of Persian Gulf coastline home to numerous restaurants and residential villas. Life along the Dubai
Marina Walk is always laid back and comfortable a great way to get yourself acquainted with your
new surroundings. Marvel at the sky-scraping buildings, back-dropped by endless clear blue skies, as
you explore the area on this short walk through the heart of the neighborhood.

FEATURES AND SERVICES
The project contains many systems of controlling and monitoring of each and every part of the building.
RMS systems(room management system) are provided in each ﬂat for making staying in the apartment
easy and comfortable. RMS are provided to monitor all the electro- mechanical equipment, Lifts ,
entrance doors to assure the continuous ﬂow of services to the whole building. Besides that, safety has
the great consideration. The access control system controls every door of the building which also monitored
by more than 450 CCTV cameras with continuous recording.
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